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 A message to my loved one...

Beauty - Jewellery - Art
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The Collection 2022

Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape  

memory

• Ferrule: gold, silver or ruthenium plated

• Gold, silver or ruthenium plated handle

• Gold plated OM ring with crystals

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

brush specification 
Oska Murano Oro, Oska Murano 
Argento & Oska Murano RU44
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Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape memory

• Silver plated ferrule

• Pearl effect enamelled handle

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

brush specification 
Oska Murano Mio

®
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Mycenae

Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape memory

• Enamel ferrule and handle

• Gold plated flat engraved Oska Murano ring

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Eleganza

Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape 

memory

• Gold plated ferrule

• Enamel handle

• Gold tip on handle

• M in O gold plated ring

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Inception

Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape 

memory

• Gold plated ferrule

• Murano glass Jupiter green finish. 4 other 
colours available

• Limited run of 49 creations, all numbered

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Foglia

Model shown: Powder Brush
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape 

memory 

• Gold plated ferrule

• Murano glass with various finishes consisting 
of Murano glass with 24ct gold leaf in a clear 
wrapping

• M in O gold plated ring

• Limited run of 49 creations, all numbered

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Babylon Gardens

Model shown: Powder Brush
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape  

memory

• Gold plated ferrule

• Gold plated handle

• Oska Murano Babylon Gardens can be used as the basis 
for the Masterpiece Collection where the ferrule is in 
18ct gold and the handle receives diamonds and precious 
or semi-precious stones and other differentiating 
glamorous details

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Casino Glamour

Model shown: Powder Brush
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with  

shape memory

• Ferrule: gold plated

• Gold plated handle with Swarovski crystals

• Oska Murano Casino Glamour can be used as the basis 
for the Masterpiece Collection where the ferrule 
is in 18ct gold and the handle receives diamonds 
and precious or semi-precious stones and other 
differentiating glamorous details

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Icon Beauty

Model shown: Powder Brush
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape  

memory

• Ferrule: gold plated

• Gold plated handle with Swarovski crystals

• Oska Murano Icon Beauty can be used as the basis for 
the Masterpiece Collection where the ferrule is in 18ct 
gold and the handle receives diamonds and precious or 
semi-precious stones and other differentiating glamorous 
details

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

®
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Oska Murano is a new brand in the 
ladies luxury space.  

Hello,

Thank you for having in hand the first Oska Murano brochure ever put together. 
We trust you will enjoy reading through this launch edition and will be inspired to 
acquire one of our creations or indeed one of our sets, becoming a user and or a 
collector.

We create exquisite make-up brushes which combine the beauty and functionality 
of a professional head, the jewellery richness of using noble materials and the 
exclusivity of having been made by master artisans.  Beauty – Jewellery – Art.

As a start, the brushes come with a ferrule which is either gold plated, silver plated 
or enamelled which is married to a handle with the same finishes of which some can 
be dressed with Swarovski crystals. The same applies for the fitted ring. A change 
from the norm.

However you can upgrade these to “Masterpiece” status by taking them into the 
world of high-end jewellery and art. The ferrules and handles are made of 925 
silver or 18ct or 24ct gold with the handles following suit and being set with 
diamonds, precious and semi-precious stones - the same also applies for the ring - 
and the heads go to natural hair. Real beautiful investment pieces that shout luxury 
and exclusivity from every angle.

Designed in Broadway (UK), engineered and made in Venice (Italy), 100% made 
in Italy where our master artisans take real pride in these new creations. Thus we 
look forward to welcoming you in the Oska Murano Brand and Club.

®

Alexandre Bronckaerts
Founder
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You can select from the 2022 
year collection any brush and 
create your own via our private 
commission service or the personal 
shopping service from our selected 
partners known as Ambassadors. 

You can also take these brushes to Masterpiece status turning them into 
unique pieces of jewellery and art.

Be it a special gift you have in mind for your loved one, a mother to daughter 
hand over, a birthday, marriage or simply the desire to own quite possibly the 
most exclusive and exquisitely crafted make-up brush in the world.

Oska Murano is there to put a smile on the custodians face every time.

®
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2018 - the year where it all started.
 
Following a visit to a show the Founder came to the conclusion that there was no real 
variety in the world of make-up brushes in terms of luxury. Of all things the visit to the 
show had nothing to do with make-up brushes in the first place. An idea was born, the 
opportunity was there to be developed.
 
Four years later and after many incredible obstacles the Oska Murano company meets 
the world.
 
2018 was the year of the idea. 2019 the year where the first sketches are created and 
the validity of such items. 2020 the search for artisans starts from the UK, across Europe 
finally settling in Italy. 2021 is the year of the engineering and prototyping. 2022 we are 
there finally.
 
The story begins now in July 2022 in London .

Our Story

Murano

Broadway

®



Art

Jewellery

Beauty

®

The 
Perfect 
Gift
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The Oska Murano Brand

®

• Oska Murano is a new brand in the Haute Beauté, Haute Jewellery and Luxury gift 
market place. Designed in the UK, made in Italy, available worldwide. 
 

• By only using the best components and most noble materials we are able to create 
incredible pieces that truly adhere to the motto: Beauty -Jewellery-Art. 
 

• When you acquire an Oska Murano item you do in the knowledge that it is an 
investment in every sense of the term; personal, hereditary, historical and financial of 
course as gold and precious stones will always remain. 

• An Oska Murano brush is as much a professional beauty brush as it is a statement 
piece - a collectors piece or simply a proof of love. It can be many amazing things. 
 

• The Oska Murano brand has trademarks, patents and registered designs either 
acquired or ongoing and will be such for ever. You can rest assured that your 
investment is protected because we protect what we do. 
 

• Your investment is further protected as no more than 99 of any style and set will ever 
be made in a year. 49 pieces for the Murano glass handles. Our build sheets don’t 
go over 99 in any case and each brush comes with its own B.I.N (Build Identification 
Number) so you can see which one you have. From 1 of 99 to 99 of 99, that is it. 

• We are a truly special brand for truly individual people.

Beauty - Jewellery - Art

10
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Oska Murano Logos
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Oska Murano Ring Designs

®

M in O ring

Ring with precious stones

Oska Murano ring with 
10 crystals

Flat ring with Oska 
Murano engraved on it
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Seasonal Colours

Abundant 
Green

Blueberry Cardamom 
Seed

Chicory 
Coffee

Dragon 
Fire

Iced 
Coffee

Lichen 
Blue

Meadow 
Violet

Molton 
Lava

Peach 
Caramel

Quiet 
Shade

Spicy 
Mustard

Strawberry 
Cream

Tapioca Watersprout
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The 2022
Collection

Oska Murano Eleganza: Tapioca

15
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Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape  

memory

• Ferrule: gold, silver or ruthenium plated

• Gold, silver or ruthenium plated handle

• Gold plated OM ring with crystals

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

brush specification 
Oska Murano Oro, Oska Murano 
Argento & Oska Murano RU44

®
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Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated chassis with engraved Oska 
Murano brand name. 

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated handle.

Packaging and options: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Upgrades: The upgrades come in the form of the 
Masterpiece Status. This is where ferrule, handle and 
ring can be upgraded with 18ct or 24ct gold.

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects.  Oska Murano guarantees 
that it will always be able to repair or replaced any 
damaged or lost brush. 

Subject to the brush having been purchased via an 
ambassador outlet, being supplied with its build sheet 
and acceptance of the quotation required for the work.

4-part brush consisting of 
a head, ferrule and handle

Oska Murano RU44

Oska Murano Argento*

®
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*Oska Murano Argento is a 3 part brush



Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape memory

• Silver plated ferrule

• Pearl effect enamelled handle

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

brush specification 
Oska Murano Mio

®
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Mio

Brush types available in 2022 

Stippling/Foundation Brush. ref: 22-031927

Eye Shadow Blender. ref: 22-031931

Eye Shadow Medium. ref: 22-031928

Blush Brush Large. ref: 22-031924

®

Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Silver plated chassis with engraved Oska 
Murano brand name. 

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected.

Packaging and options: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects. 

Oska Murano guarantees that it will always be able 
to repair or replaced any damaged or lost brush. 
Subject to the brush having been purchased via an 
ambassador outlet, being supplied with its build sheet 
and acceptance of the quotation required for the work.

3-part brush consisting of 
a head, ferrule and handle

®
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OM Mio Colour Options

Caramel

Coffee

®
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Iced Coffee

Violet

®
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Mycenae

Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape memory

• Enamel ferrule and handle

• Gold plated flat engraved Oska Murano ring

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

®
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Brush types available in 2022 

Stippling/Foundation Brush. ref: 22-031927

Eye Shadow Blender. ref: 22-031931

Eye Shadow Medium. ref: 22-031928

Blush Brush Large. ref: 22-031924

Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Enamel finish.

Ring: 
Gold plated flat engraved Oska Murano ring

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Handle comes in an enamel finish.  

Colours: 
Depending on year and season, these will vary. Please 
follow our B2B Instagram account for pre-seasoning 
viewing.

Packaging and options: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects. 

Oska Murano guarantees that it will always be able 
to repair or replaced any damaged or lost brush. 
Subject to the brush having been purchased via an 
ambassador outlet, being supplied with its build sheet 
and acceptance of the quotation required for the work.

4-part brush consisting of 
a head, ferrule, ring and 
handle.

®

®
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OM Mycenae Colour Options

Abundant Green

Dragon Fire

®
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Molton Lava

Strawberry cream

®
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Eleganza

Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape 

memory

• Gold plated ferrule

• Enamel handle

• Gold tip on handle

• M in O gold plated ring

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

26
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Brush types available in 2022 

Stippling/Foundation Brush. ref: 22-031927

Eye Shadow Blender. ref: 22-031931

Eye Shadow Medium. ref: 22-031928

Blush Brush Large. ref: 22-031924

Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated chassis with engraved Oska 
Murano brand name. 

Ring: 
Gold plated M in O ring.

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Handle comes in an enamel finish.  

Tip: 
Each brush is finished with a Gold tip.

Packaging, options and upgrades: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects. 

Oska Murano guarantees that it will always be able 
to repair or replaced any damaged or lost brush. 
Subject to the brush having been purchased via an 
ambassador outlet, being supplied with its build sheet 
and acceptance of the quotation required for the work.

5-part brush consisting 
of a head, ferrule, ring 
handle and cap.

®

®
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OM Eleganza Colour Options

Spicy Mustard

Quiet Shade

®
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Cardamom Seed

Very Peri

®
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Inception

Model shown: Powder Brush 
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape 

memory

• Gold plated ferrule

• Murano glass Jupiter green finish. 4 other 
colours available

• Limited run of 49 creations, all numbered

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

®
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Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated chassis with engraved Oska 
Murano brand name. 

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Made from Murano glass. 1 handle takes 1 
artisan 2 days to make.

Colours: 
Depending on year and season, these will vary. Please 
follow our B2B Instagram account for pre-seasoning 
viewing.

Packaging, options and upgrades: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Options: None. It stays in its purest of form.

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects. 

Oska Murano guarantees that it will always be able 
to repair or replaced any damaged or lost brush. 
Subject to the brush having been purchased via an 
ambassador outlet, being supplied with its build sheet 
and acceptance of the quotation required for the work.

3 - part brush consisting of a 
head, ferrule and handle.

®

The Murano collection are collector’s pieces, and for 2022, 
only the powder brush is available.

®
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Dear owner, as the Murano glass handle uses glass and is made by hand, no two 
handles will ever look the same by aspect, colour and depth of colour. It is the 
very nature of combining glass and hand made that ensures each piece is unique. 
Hence they will differ from the image you see in this catalogue and all 49 of them 
will be different from each other.



OM Inception 
Colour Options

Jupiter Mustard

Jupiter Orange

®
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Jupiter Off White

Jupiter Purple

®
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Foglia

Model shown: Powder Brush
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape 

memory 

• Gold plated ferrule

• Murano glass with various finishes consisting 
of Murano glass with 24ct gold leaf in a clear 
wrapping

• M in O gold plated ring

• Limited run of 49 creations, all numbered

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

®
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Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated chassis with engraved Oska 
Murano brand name. 

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Made from Murano glass. 1 handle takes 2 
artisans 2 days to make.

Ring: 
M in O style ring gold plated.

Colours: 
Depending on year and season, these will vary. Please 
follow our B2B Instagram account for pre-seasoning 
viewing.

Packaging, options and upgrades: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Options: None. It stays in its purest of forms

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects. 

Oska Murano guarantees that it will always be able 
to repair or replaced any damaged or lost brush. 
Subject to the brush having been purchased via an 
ambassador outlet, being supplied with its build sheet 
and acceptance of the quotation required for the work.

4 - part brush consisting of 
a head, ferrule, handle and 
ring.

®

The Murano collection are collector’s pieces, and for 2022,  
only the powder brush is available.

®
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Dear owner, as the Murano glass handle uses glass and is made by hand, no two 
handles will ever look the same by aspect, colour and depth of colour. It is the 
very nature of combining glass and hand made that ensures each piece is unique. 
Hence they will differ from the image you see in this catalogue and all 49 of them 
will be different from each other.



OM Foglia Colour Options

Purple

Petrol

®
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Red

Salmon

®
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brush specification 
Oska Murano Babylon Gardens

Model shown: Powder Brush
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape  

memory

• Gold plated ferrule

• Gold plated handle

• Oska Murano Babylon Gardens can be used as the basis 
for the Masterpiece Collection where the ferrule is in 
18ct gold and the handle receives diamonds and precious 
or semi-precious stones and other differentiating 
glamorous details

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

®
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Brush types available in 2022 

Stippling/Foundation Brush. ref: 22-031927

Eye Shadow Blender. ref: 22-031931

Eye Shadow Medium. ref: 22-031928

Blush Brush Large. ref: 22-031924

®

Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated chassis with engraved Oska 
Murano brand name. 

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated structure.

Packaging and upgrades: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Upgrades: The upgrades come in the form of the 
Masterpiece Status where the chassis / carcass 
becomes 18ct or 24ct gold for both ferrule and handle, 
and the Swarovski crystals are substituted with 
diamonds, precious and semi-precious stones. Many 
visual details appear to differentiate them as well as 
upgrades to the packaging materials.

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects. Oska Murano guarantees 
that it will always be able to repair or replaced any 
damaged or lost brush. Subject to the brush having 
been purchased via an ambassador outlet, being 
supplied with its build sheet and acceptance of the 
quotation required for the work.

3-part brush consisting of 
a head, ferrule and handle



brush specification 
Oska Murano Casino Glamour

Model shown: Powder Brush
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with  

shape memory

• Ferrule: gold plated

• Gold plated handle with Swarovski crystals

• Oska Murano Casino Glamour can be used as the basis 
for the Masterpiece Collection where the ferrule 
is in 18ct gold and the handle receives diamonds 
and precious or semi-precious stones and other 
differentiating glamorous details

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

®
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Brush types available in 2022 

Stippling/Foundation Brush. ref: 22-031927

Eye Shadow Blender. ref: 22-031931

Eye Shadow Medium. ref: 22-031928

Blush Brush Large. ref: 22-031924

®

Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated chassis with engraved Oska 
Murano brand name. 

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated structure with Swarovski 
crystals glued. Unlimited colour combinations 
available. Colours change every season.

Packaging and upgrades: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Upgrades: The upgrades come in the form of the 
Masterpiece Status where the chassis / carcass 
becomes 18ct or 24ct gold for both ferrule and handle, 
and the Swarovski crystals are substituted with 
diamonds, precious and semi-precious stones. Many 
visual details appear to differentiate them as well as 
upgrades to the packaging materials.

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects. Oska Murano guarantees 
that it will always be able to repair or replaced any 
damaged or lost brush. Subject to the brush having 
been purchased via an ambassador outlet, being 
supplied with its build sheet and acceptance of the 
quotation required for the work.

3-part brush consisting of 
a head, ferrule and handle

®
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OM Casino Glamour 
Colour Options

Black

Yellow



®
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Green

Red



brush specification 
Oska Murano Icon Beauty

Model shown: Powder Brush
• Hypoallergenic, silky touch head with shape  

memory

• Ferrule: gold plated

• Gold plated handle with Swarovski crystals

• Oska Murano Icon Beauty can be used as the basis for 
the Masterpiece Collection where the ferrule is in 18ct 
gold and the handle receives diamonds and precious or 
semi-precious stones and other differentiating glamorous 
details

• Powder Brush Ref: 21-031923

• Registered Design No: 6192829-840

®
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Brush types available in 2022 

Stippling/Foundation Brush. ref: 22-031927

Eye Shadow Blender. ref: 22-031931

Eye Shadow Medium. ref: 22-031928

Blush Brush Large. ref: 22-031924

®

Head: 
Advanced fibre from the latest generation synthetic 
yarns. Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. 
Silky touch with shape memory.

Ferrule: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated chassis with engraved Oska 
Murano brand name. 

Handle: 
Patent protected assembly system and design 
protected. Gold plated structure with Swarovski 
crystals and various stones glued. Unlimited colour 
combinations available. Colours change every season.

Packaging and upgrades: 
The ferrule and handle options are as follows but can 
also be upgraded. 

Packaging: The brush comes in a branded Oska 
Murano box, but can be upgraded to either a velvet-
satin case or ostrich-satin leather case, and/or ostrich 
leather/suede roll.

Upgrades: The upgrades come in the form of the 
Masterpiece Status where the chassis / carcass 
becomes 18ct or 24ct gold for both ferrule and handle, 
and the Swarovski crystals are substituted with 
diamonds, precious and semi-precious stones. Many 
visual details appear to differentiate them as well as 
upgrades to the packaging materials.

Private commissions: are available if you wish to 
create your own style. This is to be discussed with the 
ambassador and is subject to a surplus.

Warranty and guarantees: 
All Oska Murano products are guaranteed for 1 year 
against fabrication defects. Oska Murano guarantees 
that it will always be able to repair or replaced any 
damaged or lost brush. Subject to the brush having 
been purchased via an ambassador outlet, being 
supplied with its build sheet and acceptance of the 
quotation required for the work.

3-part brush consisting of 
a head, ferrule and handle



OM Icon Beauty 
Colour Options

Blue & Pearl

Blue & Pearl
®
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Green & Crystal

Green & Crystal
®
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Q: How do you upgrade an Oska Murano brush or set to Masterpiece status or have a 
Masterpiece created from scratch? 

A: First you do not need to acquire an Oska Murano brush or set. You just need to choose a style 
from the 2022 Collection and the work can start from there.

Q: What can you do to upgrade the style I have chosen?

A: Well pretty much everything. We only work with Master Artisans who have decades if not 
centuries of knowledge and experience at their disposal. Anything is possible.

Q: What materials can we use?

A: Gold, silver or any precious metal. The ferrule goes from a gold plated ferrule to an 18ct or 24ct 
ferrule. The same principles apply for the rings and handle. We then set diamonds or precious 
stones or semi-precious stones in the handle. Finally a special case is created for you to your colour 
specification.

Q: What if I want to make my own?

A: It is Easy! Draw what you wish the brush or collection to look like. We will create a 3D 
illustration for you to visualize it. If we have captured your idea then you sign it off. We then go on to 
specification: which precious metal you wish to use, which diamonds or precious stones you wish to 
set. We draw up the specification, you confirm it and sign it. And we start to create it.

Q: How long will it take to make?

A: Between 3 and 6 months depending on work load and availability. Remember some handles can 
carry up to 300 diamonds and some sets up to 3,500 stones. So it is truly spectacular work.

Q: Anything else?

A: Yes actually. When you order a Masterpiece you automatically get registered as a “Collector” 
with Oska Murano and the full benefits associated with this which includes the right to have the 1 
of 1 certificate and the ability to check how many pieces have been made and where these are in the 
world. 

Please note: All pieces are numbered and all pieces are made by certified Master Artisans. 

Masterpieces

®
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Diamonds, Precious and Semi-Precious 
stones
We take pride with the many different types of stones we work with, from diamonds to 
precious stones along with a range of semi-precious stones. Below is a brief list of some 
of the stones we work with and a guide to the general colour to help your selection. We 
are not limited to just these.

Diamonds
• Clear

Precious stones
• Emeralds: green

• Sapphire: several colours

• Rubi: red

Semi-Precious stones
• Zavorite: rich green / green / yellow 

• Eggmarine: light blue

• Tourmaline: all colours

• Amethyste: violet

• Tanzanite: blue / violet

• Apathyte: light blue / green

• Rubelite: red

• Spesarlite: ocre

50
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We can source any diamond or stone you wish
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Private commissions are most welcome. We only work with Master Artisans and can produce 
whatever your heart desires.

Please note: Prices and specification are subject to change. We reserve the right to limit the 
manufacturing numbers at any point.

Private commission and private 
label

®
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Homage: Black & White

Homage: Red & Green

®
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Product packaging

®

Roll ostrich pearl effect green suede for 5 Large brushes

Oska Murano standard box set 3

Set of 1, set of 3 and set of 5

You can upgrade the packaging to a case or an ostrich roll at 
an extra cost. These are made to measure according to the set 

of brushes you have acquired.
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The head is composed of distinctive synthetic filaments, is hypoallergenic and suitable 
for all skin types, even for the most delicate. Multi-functional and adaptable to the 
various makeup textures, thanks to the specific combination of fibres. Excellent face 
powder holding capacity and highly performing in applying oil-creamy products. Very 
technical for a simple but professional application; extremely silky and pleasant to the 
touch; cruelty free, vegan and latex free. The benefits are a head which is hypoallergenic, 
anallergic, delicate on the skin, longer durability and easy cleaning.

For cleaning and maintaining the head, we suggest using poured solid soap for make-up 
brushes. It is an efficient and easy to use natural cleanser. Its formula is multipurpose 
and suitable for both synthetic and natural hair brushes, as well as make-up sponges 
and blenders. It has unique characteristics with only simple and completely vegetal 
ingredients. It is neutral, moisturising, enriched with essential oils and has a light pleasant 
scent. It works well with both warm and cold water, eliminates dirt and germs that usually 
remain on the make-up applicators. The soap is poured straight into a customizable 
aluminium tin with a screw type lid. It does not contain either colourants or irritating 
substances.

This soap perfectly cleans brushes, accessories and make-up sponges from the rests of 
make-up products, even in the case of creamy textures. It prevents the brushes natural 
hair from hardening and drying up, thanks to its conditioning ingredients which also 
have a healing effect on the tuft by maintaining and improving its softness, flexibility and 
shininess. With synthetic hair and sponges, it cleanses delicately but still very deeply. 
The system of pouring the soap in the tin allows using the product easily and completely, 
without any waste. After drying, brushes and sponges will be clean, soft and delicately 
scented. The poured soap is entirely produced in Italy, cruelty free, vegan and easy to 
carry with you when travelling.

For the jewellery aspect of the brush being the ferrule, ring and handle, do not 
use abrasive products or clothes and do not rub to try and bring a shine back. We 
recommend you take these to your nearest outlet you acquired them from or any 
respectable jeweller for a clean. Having professionals clean your brushes will avoid 
issues.

Alternatively, you can send back to us and we will refresh them completely and return 
them to you as if they were new. This is a chargeable service.

Using the brush and looking 
after it
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Build Sheet

Notes:

Confirmed Product Render: 

Date: 

Ambassador details:
Name: 

Address: 

Postcode: 

Country: 

Contact Name: 

Telephone number: 

Email: 

VAT number: 

Registration number: 

EORI number: 

Customer details:
Name: 

Postcode: 

Country: 

Contact Name: 

Telephone number: 

Email: 

Address Line 1: 

Address Line 2: 

Address Line 3: 

City: 

County: 

Date:

Date:

Date:

Dispatched by:

Created by: 

Checked by:
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A:

B:

N:

M:

C:

H:

T:

O:

D:

I:

U:

P:

E:

J:

V:

Q:

F:

K:

W:

R:

G:

L:

X:

S:

Y:

Z:

Digit code: Description: Specific detail:Code group:

Serial number:

Checked By:

  Year

  Year

  Country

  Country

  Country

  Set

  Set

  Collection

  Style

  Type

  Type

  Head

  Ferrule

  Ferrule

  Ferrule

  Ring

  Ring

  Handle

  Handle

  Handle

  Handle

  Handle

  Outer

  Combination

  Number

  Number

  Year of manufacture

  Year of manufacture

  Country where the set was delivered

  Country where the set was delivered

  Country where the set was delivered

  Which set was acquired?

  Which set was acquired?

  Which collection was the set chosen from

  Which style was the set chosen from

  Which type of brush was selected

  Which brush in the type of brush

  What hair was used

  What type of metal was used?

  Anywork to the ferrule?

  Is the ferrule enamelled?

  Which ring was used?

  Which ring was used?

  Which size handle / double check

  What type of metal/glass/material was used

  Any work to the ferrule

  What finish to the handle

  What finish to the handle

  What material is to be used

  Outer/Inner

  Number in the run of 99

  Number in the run of 99

Created By:

Date Checked: Date Created:
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Stippling/Foundation Brush Large (Ref 22-31927)

Angled Stippling Brush (Ref 22-31809)

Blush Brush Medium (Ref 23-31924)

Eye Shadow Blender (Ref 22-31931)

Contour Brush Medium (Ref 22-31925)
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Eye Liner Brush (Ref 23-31934.b)

Eye Shadow Brush Medium (Ref 22-31928)

Blending Brush (Ref 23-31932)

Eye Shadow Brush Small (Ref 23-31933)

Eye Lashes Brush (Ref 23-31934.a)



www.oskamurano.com

®

@oska_murano

July 2022

hello@oskamurano.com
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